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Warning
1. The topic is vast
2. I have tried to cover a very wide range of topics
3. Whenever possible, I have tried to show the “method” 

[but (3) works against (2)]
4. There is a “CMS twist” to this: I am more familiar with
CMS results (and results are more readily accessible to me)



Introduction

Short historical prelude; characteristics of 
colliders; from the ISR to the LHC.

Short historical prelude (how the LHC came to be)
Why ATLAS/CMS look the way they do
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The Standard Model and colliders
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Hadron Colliders
W/Z: UA1/UA2 @ SPS
Top: CDF/D0 @ Tevatron
H: ATLAS/CMS @ LHC

Hadron Collisions
b quark: E288 @ FNAL
c quark: pBe @ AGS

ee Colliders 
c and t @ SPEAR (SLAC)
g @ PETRA (DESY)

Not shown: probing/studying  the 
strong, weak and EM interactions
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First high-energy e+e– collider: SPEAR at SLAC
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The next stepwas to compare spheric- 
ity distributions for the data with various 
models of final states. Two models, an 
invariant phase space model and a jet 
model which modified phase space to give 
limited transverse momentum, were used 
in Monte Carlo simulations of the detec- 
tor, In both models, charged and neutral 
pions were produced; parameters of the 
models were adjusted to best represent 
observed properties of the final states. 
The mean value of p used in the jet 
model was 315 MeV /1 c at all beam ener- 
gies ; this value was determined by a fit 
to the 7.4 GeV data. 

The detected sphericity distributions 
for the models are presented with the 
data in Fig. 19. At EC m = 3 CeV, both 
models agree with the da&, while at the 
higher energies the jet model is pre- 
ferred. At the higher energies, the 
phase space model poorly reproduces the 
inclusive momentum spectrum for 
x > 0.4. Therefore, Fig. 19d shows the 
S distribution at EC* m = 7.4 GeV for 
those events in which no particle has 
x > 0.4. Again, the dz are well repre- 
sented by the simple jet model and dis- 
agree with the phase space model. The 
mean sphericity for events as a function 
E c m is compared with predictions of . . 

Fig. 19--Sphericity distributions for 
> 3 prong hadronic events at various 
C. m. energies D The solid curves are 
the jet model (with < pI > = 315 MeV/c) 
predictions; dashed curves are the in- 
variant phase space Monte Carlo fits. 
In (d), only those events where all 
prongs have x x 0.4 were used. 
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Fig. 2--Total hadronic cross section o vs 
E c m in the vicinity of the q(3095) reso- 
natice: 

Within days a second narrow resonance 
was discovered at SPEAR” and sud- 
denly our picture of the total hadronic 
cross section had changed dramati- 
cally. l3 

I shall now report on what we have 
learned about hadron production at 
SPEAR since the discovery of the new 
particles. This work is a product of 
the SLAC/LBL collaboration14 using 
the SPEAR magnetic detector. 

II. SPEAR MAGNETIC DETECTOR 
The SPEAR magnetic detector, 

shown schematically in Fig. 3, is a 3- 
meter long, 3-meter diameter solenoid 
magnet with a 4 kG magnetic field par- 
allel to the incident beam direction. 
The beams collide at the center of this 
detector over a volume a few centime- 
ters long in the beam direction and a 
fraction of a millimeter wide in trans- 
verse dimensions D Particles emerging 
from the luminous region of the beams 
pass in sequence through a thin-walled 
vacuum chamber, cylindrical scintilla- 
tion counters and multiwire propor- 
tional chambers immediately surround- 

ing the vacuum chamber, a system of magnetostrictive spark chambers, an array of 
trigger time-of-flight scintillation counters, the magnet coil, an array of lead scin- 
tillator shower counters, the magnet return iron, and finally a set of muon identifying 
spark chambers. Two or more charged particles firing the vacuum chamber scin- 
tillation counter and trigger counters in coincidence with minimum ionizing signals 
from their associated shower counters were required to trigger the apparatus. The 
full momentum analysis, tracking, and particle identification capabilities of this 
device extend over 65% of 47r solid angle. 

Two general categories of events were selected for the results presented here. 
Events having two oppositely charged prongs collinear within loo, with momenta 
greater than l/2 the incident beam energy, were identified as being electrodynamic; 
they arise from the reactions 

e+e- f- -e e (1) 

e+e- -p+/i- 0 (2) 

Shower counter information was used to distinguish Bhabha scattering events (1) from 
muon pairs (2), 

Events where three or more prongs formed a vertex within the luminous region 
were classified as multihadronic events if no collinear pair of tracks having large 

-2- 

where the integrated luminosity J.JZ’dt was derived from Bhabha scattering events ob- 
served in the magnetic detector, 

With the discovery of the narrow states $(3095) and z/(3684), it became impera- 
tive to perform a systematic search for other such states. A scanning procedure was 
developed whereby the energy of SPEAR could be automatically stepped in center-of- 
mass increments of approximately 2 MeV between short data runs at each energy. 
The runs would last a few minutes, the time necessary to collect two or three 
hadronic events on average. The magnetic detector and SPEAR were tied to an 
elaborate computer system which provided cross section results in real time to aid in 
the execution of the e 

?6 
eriment. We have published the results of these scans up to 

an energy of 5.9 GeV. They are shown in Fig. 5, Recently we have completed the 
scan up to an energy of ‘7.6 GeV, as shown in Fig, 6. Aside from the $(3095) and 
$(3684), no new narrow resonances have been discovered. The limits we can set on 
the integrated areas of possible resonances that escape detection are given in Table I. 
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Fig. 5--Total hadronic cross section vs EC m in fine steps over the range 
3.2 GeV<Ec m < 5.9 GeV. - D o- The clear peak ii the $(3684). 
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Very clean

Fine tuning of 
beam energy
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Fig. 20--Mean sphericity vs EC m D 
The solid curve is the jet model iesiXt 
with < pI $ = 315 MeV/c 0 The dashed 
curve is the invariant phase space pre- 
die tion. 

Fig. 21--a! vs x at EC m = 7,4 
GeV. The data are the’saine as 
Fig. 18. The shaded curve is the 
jet model prediction with yet = 
0.78 * 0.12, 

the two models in Fig. 20. Below 4 GeV 
both models are consistent with the data, 
while at higher energies- the jet model 
agrees with the data and the phase space 
model is definitely ruled out. 

In these sphericity distributions, we 
are seeing a multiparticle correlation 
that cannot be explained by energy- 
momentum conservation alone. This 
correlation may be directly related to 
the mechanisms which give rise to the 
Bjorken scaling and limited multiplicity 
growth discussed above. Operationally, 
we find it is much easier to obtain satis- 
factory fits to observed properties of 
final states, such as momentum spectra, 
with the jet model than with the phase 
space model. 

The inclusive angular distribution of 

~$~~~~~ff$~e ;fJi patois $:‘a:;! 
lar distribution of the observed jet axis 
shows an azimuthal asymmetry of the 
form given by Eq, (10). From this we 
deduced that the angular distribution of 
the produced jet axis is described by 
a! = 0.78 f 0,12 where a! is defined by 
Eq. (11). The hadrons emerging from 
jets with this angular distribution would 
display momentum dependent values of 01 
as shown by the shaded curve in Fig. 21. 
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Discovery of 
hadronic jets (not 
as straightforward)
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Proton-proton collisions; ISR: “Colliding watches”

q Late 60's:
o Parton model: infant stage
o Successful in spectroscopy+ 

weak decays
o Bjorken scaling + SLAC–MIT 

experiment
o Question: is it applicable to 

hadron collisions?

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022 5

n CCR: inclusive particle spectra 
® excess @ large PT.  Expected vs seen:

Feynman 
scaling & 
rapidity 
plateau

CIM*

points:

Consituent Interchange Model
D. Sivers, R. Blakenbecler and S. Brodsky, 
Phys.Reports 23, No. 1 (1976)
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pp collisions :== parton-parton collisions
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20-60 GeV pp collisions
A clean (…) W decay at the SPS
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“Jets” were missing at the ISR… There at the SPS!

q Killed by the trigger:
ISR: triggering on single 
particles, not global ET

1) Absence of CALO triggers 
(small E → bad CALO 
response)
2) Jet spectrum: much steeper 
PT spectrum than 
fragmentation → particle of 
given PT most likely the leading 
particle of a soft jet...

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022 7

Hard Lesson #1: triggering a risky and 
complicated activity; use inclusive triggers, e.g.
based on the calorimeter!

UA2 experiment; 
“Paris conference” 1982
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Discoveries missed: (well, AGS…) the J/y

q From Leon Lederman’s 
autobiography at FNAL: 
http://history.fnal.gov/autobiography.

html

“In 1961 he worked under M. 
Schwartz and J. Steinberger on 
neutrinos. He was in charge of
finding neutral currents. 
Schwartz was in charge of
finding Lederman.”
“In 1968 he invented the di-muon 
experiment and missed the J/Psi 
particle.” 

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Hard Lesson #2: resolution is so important!

Brookhaven AGS: p + Be → e+ e– X

http://history.fnal.gov/autobiography.html
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Evidence for the gluon (well...) SPS plans

q Prompt photons seen:
o ABCS: unambiguous rise of g/π0

ratio
o Highly non-trivial (experimentally) 

exercise:
• Huge background from decay 

photons...
q In QCD picture:

quark+gluon → Quark + g
q Yet, so indirect… (p0)…

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Meanwhile: SPS was in the works… Hard Lesson #3: energy helps…
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Dicsovery of the gluon
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September 16, 2014 0:25 World Scientific Review Volume - 9.75in x 6.5in JE˙Gluon page 7

7

a fjord outside Bergen, when Sau Lan Wu arrived over the hills bearing
printouts of the first three-jet event. Bjørn included the event in his talk at
the conference [35] and I also mentioned it in mine [36]. I remember Don
Perkins asking whether one event was enough to prove the existence of the
gluon: my tongue-in-cheek response was that it was di�cult to believe in
eight gluons on the strength of a single event! More scientifically, a single
event might always be a statistical fluctuation, and more events would be
needed to cement the interpretation.

Fig. 2. An event detected by the TASSO collaboration [35, 37], exhibiting the planar 3-jet
structure predicted in [26]. Figure from Ref. [36].

The next outing for three-jet events was at the European Physical Society
conference in Geneva in July 1979. Three members of the TASSO collabora-
tion, Roger Cashmore, Paul Söding and Günter Wolf, spoke at the meeting
and presented several clear three-jet events [37]. The hunt for gluons was
looking good!

The public announcement of the gluon discovery came at the Lep-
ton/Photon Symposium held at Fermilab in August 1979. All four PETRA
experiments showed evidence: JADE and PLUTO followed TASSO in pre-
senting evidence for jet broadening and three-jet events as suggested in our
1976 paper, while the Mark J collaboration led by Sam Ting presented an
analysis of antenna patterns along the lines of our 1978 paper. There was a
press conference at which one of the three-jet events was presented, and a

TASSO
Bergen, June 1979

Two months later…
Lepton-Photon @ Chicago:
Clear three-jet events from 
all four PETRA experiments

Volume 97B, numbe r 3,4 PHYSICS LETTERS 15 December 1980 

pre fe rre d  for the  p re s e n t s p in  a na lys is  to  us e  the  Ho ye r 
e t e l. mo d e l [7] for b o th  ve c to r a nd  s ca la r g luons . (We 
ve rifie d tha t the  in c lu s io n  o f the s e  h ighe r-orde r con tri- 
b u tio n s  in  the  ve c to r-g luon  case  ha s  o n ly a  ve ry s ma ll 
e ffe c t.) We us e d  the  fra g m e n ta tio n  pa ra me te rs  a  F 
= 0 .57 , Oq = 0 .32  Ge V/c  a nd  P /(P  + V) = 0 .56  a s  
d e te rm in e d  in  o u r QCD a na lys is  o f b o th  the  two-je t 
a n d  the  th re e -je t re gions  [6]. F o r the  QCD coup ling  
c o n s ta n t we  us e d  the  va lue  a  s  = 0 .1 9 ; with  th is  va lue  
the  Ho ye r e t e l. mo d e l gives  a n  e xce lle n t de s c rip tion  o f 
o u r c o m b in e d  two-je t a n d  th re e -je t da ta  , l.  We re - 
pe a te d  the  s a me  a na lys is  p roce du re  as  th a t us e d to  
d e te rmin e  a  s , to  o b ta in  the  be s t va lue  for the  coup ling  
c o n s ta n t in  the  s ca la r m o d e l; we  fo u n d  ~s  = 1 .6 ,2  

F ro m  the  QCD Mo n te  Ca rlo ca lcu la tions  we  de te r- 
m in e d  th a t ou r th rus t cu t 1 - x  1 > 0 .10  le a ve s  a  ba ck- 
g ro u n d  o f 18% (ve c to r) or 17% (s ca la r g luons ) o f two- 
je t e ve nts  in  the  thre e -je t s a mple . In  o rde r to  assess  
the  pos s ib le  e ffe c t o f th is  b a c kg ro u n d  on  o u r s pin 
a na lys is  we  ha ve  va rie d its  s ize  s ys te ma tica lly b y 
va rying  a  s  a nd  a s  a ro u n d  the ir be s t va lue s  as  dis cus s e d 
la te r. 

By c o m p a rin g  the  Monte  Ca rlo-ge ne ra te d  q~g s ta te  
with  the  re s u lt o f the  a na lys is  a fte r fra g m e n ta tio n  in to  
ha d rons ,  we  fo u n d  tha t the  rms  e rro r in  me a s u ring  the  
a ngle s  0 i a fte r the  th rus t cu t wa s  in  the  ra nge  o f 3 ° to  
8 ° , d e p e n d in g  on  the  e ne rgy o f the  je t.  Eve n ts  o f the  
fo llowing  type s  we re  e lim in a te d  from b o th  the  da ta  
a nd  the  Monte  Ca rlo s a mple s . 

(a ) All th re e  je t a xe s  la y on  the  s a me  s ide  o f a  line  
in  the  e ve n t p la ne  s o m o m e n tu m  cons e rva tion  wa s  
impos s ib le . 

(b ) One  or more  o f the  ca lcu la te d  x i va lue s  we re  
s ign ifica n tly be low the  to ta l e ne rgy o f the  h a d ro n s  as - 
s igne d to  the  je t d ivide d  b y the  b e a m  e ne rgy. 
Bo th  o f the s e  d ifficu ltie s  a ppe a r o n ly for e ve nts  with  
a  ve ry s oft je t,  s o th a t the  thre e  je ts  a re  n o t  d is tinc t.  

,1 This  va lue  of a  s  diffe rs  from our published va lue  [6] of 
cz s  = 0.17 -+ 0.02 -z_ 0.03 (sys tematic) which was  obta ined 
including higher-order QCD effects  according to the  Ali 
e t e l. model [8]. The  diffe rence  e ffective ly compensa tes  
for the  neglect of these  e ffects  in the  Hoyer e t e l. model 
[71. 

,2  With this  va lue  of ~s  for sca la r gluons , a nd us ing a  thrus t 
va lue  To = 0.95 as  the  bounda ry to dis tinguish be tween 
the  q~ a nd q~g regions , the  tota l fraction of q~g events  
in the  Hoyer e t a l. model is  28% and so in spite  of the  
la rge  va lue  of ~s  the  firs t-order perturba tive  contribution 
is  re la tive ly small. 
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Fig. 2. Observed dis tribution of the  da ta  in the  region 1 - x 1 
> 0.10, as  a  function of the  cos ine  of the  EUis-Karliner angle  
0"defined in fig. lb. The  solid line  shows the  QCD prediction, 
the  dotte d line  the  prediction for sca la r gluons , both normal- 
ized to the  numbe r of observed events . 

As  tu rn e d  ou t,  in  the  th re e -je t re g ion  us e d  in  o u r a na ly- 
s is  le s s  th a n  1% o f the  e ve nts  ha d  to  be  e lim in a te d .  

App lying  the  cu t 1 - x 1 > 0 .10 , the  n u m b e r o f 
h a d ro n  e ve nts  is  re duce d  from 1869 to  248  e ve nts . 
Fig. 2 compa re s  the  obs e rve d d is trib u tio n  o f cos  0 ~ 
with  the  p re d ic tions  o f the  Hoye r e t e l. mo d e l for ve c- 
to r a nd  s ca la r g luons . The  m o d e l curve s  a re  no rma liz - 
e d to  248  e ve nts  ,3 . The y ha ve  b e e n  ca lcu la te d  ta king  
the  e ffe c ts  o f n o n -p e rtu rb a tive  fra g m e n ta tio n ,  ra dia - 
tive  co rre c tions ,  je t a xe s  re c o n s tru c tio n ,  as  we ll as  e x- 
p e rim e n ta l a cce p ta nce ,  e ffic ie ncy a n d  re s o lu tion  in to  
a ccoun t.  The  d is trib u tio n  o f cos  0" is , howe ve r, ve ry 
ins e ns itive  to  a ll the s e  e ffe c ts , the  to ta l co rre c tion  
be ing  le s s  th a n  10%. The  da ta  c le a rly fa vour s pin  1 
ove r s pin  0. The  X 2 va lue s  for 3 de gre e s  o f fre e dom 
ca lcu la te d  ta kin g  the  fin ite  s ta tis tics  o f the  Monte  
Ca rlo in to  a c c o u n t a re  

X 2 = 1 .0 ,  C.L. = 79% for ve c to r g luons , 

X 2 = 1 4 .9 ,  C.L. = 0.2% for s ca la r g lu o n s .  

Thus , ve c to r g luons  a re  cons is te n t with  the  da ta  b u t 
s ca la r g luons  a re  d is fa voure d  b y 3.1 s ta nda rd  de via tions . 

4:3 The s e  curves  diffe r qua lita tive ly from the  ones  in re f. 
[11]. In particula r, the  non-zero deriva tive  a t cos  0 ~= 0 
is  due  to condition (4), a nd the  s trong decrease  a t la rger 
va lues  of cos  ~ comes  from the  x 1 dependence  of the  
kinematic limit. 

456  

Measurement 
of g spin

22 The European Physical Journal H

Fig. 20. Energy flow pattern in the event plane, summed over a selection of events that
are candidates for three-jet events. The energy value is proportional to the radial distance.
Measurements by MARK-J at cms energies of 27.4–31.6 GeV [106]. The dashed curve shows
the distribution calculated from a qq̄g model.

does not appear that many outside of the MARK-J collaboration found this convincing
(for example see [148]). Already the initial observation of three-jet states reported in
June 1979 by members of the TASSO collaboration [78, 79] was quite significant, as
discussed in Section 4. As TASSO’s publication a few weeks later [105] was based
on a much enlarged data sample, its significance was correspondingly increased. Of
similar statistical weight was the evidence presented in the publications by PLUTO
and JADE that followed shortly [107,108].

The size of the data sample used in MARK-J’s “Discovery” publication [106] was
comparable to those of the other PETRA collaborations. The paper gave evidence for
an excess of oblate (planar) events at the highest PETRA energies, as was shown in
Figure 12. In order to prove the existence of three separate jets, a sample of events
with low thrust and high oblateness, for which the gluon emission e!ect is expected to
be relatively large, was selected for detailed examination. After aligning the jet axes,
the summed energy flow projected onto the event plane produced an impressive three-
lobed “antenna pattern” (Fig. 20). The lobes were identified as “jets” in the paper.
This was somewhat misleading: the angles between the jets in three-jet events are
continuously distributed, therefore summing up the angular energy flows of di!erent
events does not show the true jet shapes. Monte Carlo simulation of phase space-like
events was said to produce a similar three-lobed pattern (not shown in the paper)
and so would two-jet events, as pointed out by the authors in a later paper [149].

A statistically significant incompatibility (!2 = 222 for nD = 70) between the
measured data and a phase space distribution was asserted while an e+e! ! qq̄g
model was found to be compatible with the data (!2 = 67 for nD = 70). This pre-
sumably was the basis for the claim of the “first statistically relevant observation”.
However, the sketchy information given left relevant questions unanswered. Were the
model predictions normalized to the energy flow of the totality of the events, or to
the flow of the events in the selected three-jet sample? How large were the statisti-
cal errors of the data shown in Figure 20, and how many events were contained in
the selection? Information on the QCD model (fragmentation functions used, mean
transverse momentum in jets, treatment of heavy quark decays, value of "S assumed
(or fitted?)) and a fit with a gluonless qq̄ jet model were likewise lacking.

Therefore it is not obvious how to appraise the significance of the model compar-
isons quoted above. A direct evidence for three-jet structure on an event-by-event

MARK-J: 
E-flow
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The first high-√s hadron collider and general-
purpose experiments UA1 (and UA2)

q At the time, they were huge, very, very risky undertakings
o To begin with, the collider had to bring in protons and ANTI-protons to collide 

(cross section for W/Z production in pp was too small)
o Second, and above all, the result was predicted to be a MESS
o Third, they had to draw from the lessons learned!

Jan 16-21, 2022
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The rendez-vous with the W boson
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It was there, at the right time 
(number of events ® rate ®
time of rendez-vous!)

at the 
right 
mass:

And with the 
correct spin…

Volume 122B, number 1 PHYSICS LETTERS 24 February 1983 
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Fig. 3. The components of the missing energy parallel and 
perpendicular to the electron momentum plotted versus the 
electron energy for the events found in the electron search: 
(a) without jets, (b) with jets. 

tially no missing energy (fig. 2b) +3, the ones with no 
jets show evidence of a missing transverse energy of 
the same magnitude as the transverse electron energy 
(fig. 3a), with the vector momenta almost exactly bal- 
anced back-to-back (fig. 2a). In order to assess how 
significant the effect is, we proceed to an alternative 
analysis based exclusively on the presence of missing 
transverse energy. 
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Fig. 4. The distribution of the square of the missing transverse 
energy for those events which survive the cuts requiring asso- 
ciation of the central detector isolated track and a struck gon- 
dola in the missing-energy search. The five jetless events from 
the electron search are indicated. 

7. Search for events with energetic neutrinos. We 
start again with the initial sample of 2125 events with 
a charged track of PT > 7 GeV/c. We now move to 
pick up validated events with a high missing transverse 
energy and with the candidate track not part of a jet: 

(i) The track must point to a pair of gondolas with 
deposition in excess o f E  T > 15 GeV and no other 
track with PT > 2 GeV/c in a 20 ° cone (911 events). 

(ii) Missing transverse energy imbalance in excess 
of 15 GeV. 

Only 70 events survive these simple cuts, as shown 
in fig. 4. The previously found 5 jetless events of the 
gondolas are clearly visible. At this point,  as for the 

¢3 The 11 events with an electron and a jet exhibit apT 4 
spectrum with the highest event at PT = 32 GcV/c. 

electron analysis, we process the events at the interac- 
tive facility Megatek: 

(iii) The missing transverse energy is validated, re- 
moving those events in which jets are pointing to where 
the detector response is limited, i.e. corners, light-pipe 
ducts going up and down. Some very evident, big sec- 
ondary interactions in the beam pipe are also removed. 
We are left with 31 events, of which 21 have E c > 0.01 
Egon and 10 events in which E c < 0.01 Egon. 

(iv) We require that the candidate track be well iso- 
lated, that there is no track with PT > 1.5 GeV in a 
cone of 30 °, and that E T < 4 GeV for neutrals in 
neighbouring gondolas at similar ~b angle. Eighteen 
events survive: ten with E c :/= 0 and eight with E c = 0. 

The events once again divide naturally into the two 
classes: 11 events with jet activity in the azimuth op- 
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UA1:	m
W
=81±5GeV

UA2:	m
W
=81±610 GeV
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channel. Background contributions from jet (QCD) fluctuations and W --t 7v decays are 
superimposed on the data points together with the simulation of W + ev decays assum- 
ing mw = 83.5 GeV/c2 (solid curve). The simulation is normalized t o  the number of ob- 
served events 
Fig. 15. The mT distribution of the UA 2 W-sample of 752 events with pTe > 20 GeV/c. 
The solid line corresponds to a simulation of. all contributing processes; the dashed line 
represents simulated U' decays, where mw = 80.2 GeV/cS 
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The similarly punctual cousin: the Z boson

q The Z boson was there as 
well
o Also at the right time

o And at the right mass

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022 13
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Collider Physics

Jets in proton-antiproton collisions

q Even the gluon was still there – in three-jet events!

Jan 16-21, 2022
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SPS legacy: strong interaction
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Partons inside protons do 
scatter a la Rutherford!

And the QCD 
“scaling violations” 
are, actually, visible –
Q2 dependence
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Plus, some excitement (that subsided)

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022 16

/ il . -013 

Figure 13: Event display of a mono-jet event in the UAl detector. Only tracks 
with pt > 1 GeV/c and calorimeter cells with Et > 1 GeV are displayed. 

Figure 14: W transverse momentum distribution for the UAl W -+ eu and 
W —• \iv data samples, corrected for detector acceptance and resolution. The 
full curve is the modified ISAJET spectrum used for the missing energy analysis. 
The shaded region is the result of the perturbative QCD calculation[81]. 
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The 
Monojets!  
SUSY???

High-pT Ws
New X®WW?
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It was statistics + LO QCD…

390 TH. MULLER, Production Properties 

rate a t  these pTw values is roughly one order of magnitude smaller, and according to the 
authors of Ref. [97] it is not possible to adjust QCD parameters in such a way as to force 
the theoretical curve in Fig. 36 to be much harder in the tail. Taking into account ex- 
perimental uncertainties in the determination of pTw, these two events are still statisti- 
cally compatible with the QCD prediction (the predicted number of events is - 1 for pTw 
> 60 GeV/c and -0.2 for pTw > 80 GeV/c). However, their topology is not compatible 
with them being from W + gluon radiation. Alternative interpretations w-ill be given in 
the last two subsections. A significant excess of events with large pTw or pTz, compared 
with theoretical expectation, would signal new physics beyond the Standard Model, but 
any conclusions seem to be premature a t  this stage. Clearly, with higher statistics and 
improved detectors this observed excess will be either verified or rejected. 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

py (GeV/c) 

Fig. 36. Tail of the transverse-momentum distribution of W bosons measured by UA 1 
[95] and UA 2 [96] compared with theoretical predictions from BAWA et al. [97]. The 
two curves of the theoretical calculations represent the choice of different values of 
A,,, (see text) 

6.3.2. Jets  in IVB events 

The QCD-improved Drell-Yan picture predicts that IVBs produced a t  high p ,  recoil 
against one or more gluons radiated off the incoming annihilating quarks. If these gluons 
are sufficiently energetic and are emitted a t  sufficiently large angle to the beam direc- 
tion, they will be observed as hadron jets balancing the transverse momentum of the 
IVB. In  practice, in about 35% of the observed W's and Z's, one or more hadronic jet,s 
with pTj > 5 GeV/c are found by the individual jet algorithms of UA 1 [99] and UA 2 
1291. As expected, the fraction of events with IVBs in association with jets rises with 
increasing pTw, and from about 16 GeV/c onwards essentially all events contain at 
least one jet. Since these jets are supposed to be derived mainly from initial-state gluon 
bremsstrahlung, their angular distribution is expected to be strongly peaked in the 
direction of the incoming partons, which is naturally approximately the direction of the 
beam. This can be seen in Fig. 37, where the disbribution of cos 8*, measured by UA 1 ,  
is slivwn; 8* is the polar angle between the jet axis and the beam direction in the W-jet 



End of the 80s, beginning 90s:
Passing the baton to LEP 
(CERN) and the Tevatron 

(Fermilab)
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LEP Overview: Luminosity, Energy, Precision

18

• Conventional collider e+e- ring;
• Energy upgradeable;
• Energy measurable;
• Four detectors (A,L,D,O);
• Large luminosity;
• 20 Million Z events.

• But…. Energy limited by synchrotron 
radiation loss (~γ4). At the Z peak: 3 
GeV/turn (replenished by the RF 
system)

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022
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Stanford Linear Collider and SLD 

19

First (high √s) e+e- “linear” collider (+ arcs);

Reduced luminosity;

73% electron beam polarization;

Small transverse beam sizes; 

and small beam pipe…

Only one detector (MarkII, SLD)

350,000 Z events

1992-1998 SLD Run

COMPLEMENTARY to
 LEP

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022
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e+e– collisions: clean, controlled environment
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Cross Section Measurements

Prof. M.A. Thomson Michaelmas 2009 500

! At Z resonance mainly observe four types of event:

! Each has a distinct topology in the detectors, e.g.

! To work out cross sections, first count events of each type
! Then need to know  “integrated luminosity” of colliding beams, i.e. the 

relation between cross-section and expected number of interactions

Prof. M.A. Thomson Michaelmas 2009 501

! To calculate the integrated luminosity need to know numbers of electrons and
positrons in the colliding beams and the exact beam profile

- very difficult  to achieve with precision of better than 10%
! Instead “normalise” using another type of event:

" Use the QED Bhabha scattering process
" QED, so cross section can be calculated very precisely
" Very large cross section – small statistical errors
" Reaction is very forward peaked – i.e. the 

electron tends not to get deflected much 

Photon propagator e.g. see handout 5

" Count events where the electron is scattered in the very forward direction
known from QED calc. 

! Hence all other cross sections can be expressed as

Cross section measurements
Involve just event counting !

LEP e+e! Collider

ECM = 90-200 GeV

1989-2001

7

23

3-Jet Events and Gluon Spin

JADE GeV
Direct Evidence for Glu-
ons (1978)

OPAL GeV

(1990)

Distribution of the angle, be-
tween the highest energy jet
(assumed to be one of the
quarks) relative to the flight di-
rection of the other two (in their
cms frame). depends on the
spin of the gluon.

GLUON is SPIN-1

Dr M.A. Thomson Lent 2004

Two-jet event Three-jet event

Z

W

H

Total Luminosity: 1000 pb-1

89-95              95             96   97 98 99 00

Precision: 0.1%

LEP 1         LEP1.5                LEP 2

Energy: 88 ® 209.2 GeV
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The LEP legacy
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LEP ran for over a decade
And delivered unprecedented 
precision on the Electroweak Theory.

On several observables, 0.1%

We also learned that: 
There are at most three neutrino species 
lighter than MZ.

Higgs boson heavier than 114.5 GeV
SUSY not there for masses <~100-110 
GeV.

Robert Clare LEP at 30: ElectroWeak Physics
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In the “on-shell” scheme, the form of ρ is maintained, but the couplings become “effective”:

sin2 q f
eff = kf sin2 q W
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gVf =
p

rf(T f
3 - 2Qf sin2 q f

eff)
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gAf =
p

rfT f
3

<latexit sha1_base64="60Zdmys9dqU7UvMOsG+MOKyBQ3k=">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</latexit>

with
kf = 1 + Dkse + Dkf

<latexit sha1_base64="vkClqJzS+u0o+7htdse8jFxUlI0=">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</latexit>

rf = 1 + Drse + Drf
<latexit sha1_base64="a6JH6SPLRVXweeTXmf4SXeljtPU=">AAARUnicjZjNb9s2FMCVdh9d1q3OdtxFmBEgQ9PYcus0OQxInDZZgQBJjKZuYTkGRVG2EOrDFNXEEwQM2P+yw/6aHXbp/pAedhopyZJISVkN2Bbf+70PPr48EzF8bAe02/2wdu/+Z59/8eWDr9a/fvjNt49aG9+9CbyQQHQJPeyRtwYIELZddEltitFbnyDgGBiNjOsjrh+9RySwPfc1Xfpo4oCZa1s2BJSJpq0XOpl7U90BdE6cyIrVn1VNfazqLxCmQNAFKK5XWPG01e7udJOXWn3Qsof2gfZx/Y/Tzu/n041HH3XTg6GDXAoxCIKx1vXpJAKE2hCjeF0PA+QDeA1mKEo2GaubTGSqlkfY26VqIhU44ATB0jEYyRMLZB0X1uoClsAcmfH6Zkk6Dqm1N4ls1w8pcmEa3gqxSj2V11E1bYIgxUsVQMh2EQLKsoNzQACkrN5CBGo7KBA35af5CLLOZcAsO6wgBHVObYMAsuxQdOtY/LPj2AHs+PNlYEPJ2YwAf27DWyY1kaUTh32CENPIn7/PZIElylx0Az3HAa4Z6ZaNsBmPtUmUHKlhRG0tlpijOOOiI1k1zFVDWfUqV73iKoLKyvNceS7b3cxtipg6OeQoXUkIYSe2AvgzOz4RgEvg5kSykDwYOCxiJAsJmBGEChfpquKDHUHJCV9JyBJh7N3kTLaUIPZXyZoI5NRqLWEeAe4sT3rsAgeZk+gslUoschAB2JThl5lY7gGPoIDK8HEiPandObGLna/4ARcOUcV7UjuxECuTxPm7vCisS9kkS4uAWV8v4yj97O70JbUJyHXSBWRmcP3z/jabOfxdA2ZnmaGc2m0g07YogQnM2kutsmmPSU53a5zm55uxu4XfCruqUwnNcpVTwPZsTosSaInLff6WK8lBsQT72xlehwo1SBxyuiEBoQh7iVutUtmEFKuQxt9rgoUyZE45X83CBxjJ9Arfl7uG/TQiImVQ3whVsp+R5dbOu1AXu7IGE+dJIalBhdmUC/jWVbVKC6MuF9S4lcdMWVaDS6OrJKrLpOhGXWrPuAYUi1ES1cFCOQpJYxZCQQpJnWu5JIKwzkAqSlkm4+nk0svTTELYD5sD54whwA6Q4d1GT7SdvuMwyenh8OSlbtruLHr2NJYN2e89jpOvabS6iGEPAlwhaTqnE0f9XuVnNMTI5nOfP4xZi6PbSaQ94xl0d3rsqxLXS8ICl3pO1JXVwHficY9dJJAbhATxxKKr6DG7T0yjJ+1eJbkhL3yJ1Ye8nICQajX9X6XAm+nN5mQkejgBzKAoyojFjDN0eIYFdlhgOjvBOL7K113BzGgyM5ptYJMNbLI5PB5ICR4WVscDbtbdThMtm1j/a5Jf1EVD41MNDckQfqohLBuKW9NZr0aH8TTdz4qx6pnSBlakcSdplEh4JwkL8uJ4IKKY3aswUi/EDeokEXMz6crpgVhVq9HO4i0dYNa6P8VMv+kRE5GtVCDaLxbJSCzZLxaryEh3w8qfz2Lh1BiECSqTtEpSUI/iKspOqQbFroxmYAPP7v8yv9pezK3Ki6qtvFfJtm4vbIrfaVRfAacmVNgYw6mJETY7p1U8BRuPY7GQj4NJJCq4QZbFsMB2r3o6nSNamoFcVUljxOiUK41KkbkeiIGvc3RQ8fd6JG9K8K1v80G8Pm21Nfn/AtWHN70d7elO/6LbPrj4TUleD5QflB+VLUVTnisHyi/KuXKpQOVP5S/lg/JP6+/WvxtrG/dT9N5a+q18rwivjYf/ARmNn8E=</latexit>

propagator
self-energy

flavor-specific
vertex corrections
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In the “on-shell” scheme, the form of ρ is maintained, but the couplings become “effective”:

sin2 q f
eff = kf sin2 q W

<latexit sha1_base64="14Keld8mzLg3ymRM8DugAH4fSaE=">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</latexit>

gVf =
p

rf(T f
3 - 2Qf sin2 q f

eff)
<latexit sha1_base64="fMrBFqvYZ5dK5Ji8lYWVkBtLUDE=">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</latexit>

gAf =
p

rfT f
3

<latexit sha1_base64="60Zdmys9dqU7UvMOsG+MOKyBQ3k=">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</latexit>

with
kf = 1 + Dkse + Dkf

<latexit sha1_base64="vkClqJzS+u0o+7htdse8jFxUlI0=">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</latexit>

rf = 1 + Drse + Drf
<latexit sha1_base64="a6JH6SPLRVXweeTXmf4SXeljtPU=">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</latexit>

propagator
self-energy

flavor-specific
vertex corrections

Precision gives access to loops

Robert Clare LEP at 30: ElectroWeak Physics 23
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Δαhad =Δα(5)

0.02750±0.00033
0.02749±0.00010
incl. low Q2 data

Theory uncertainty
March 2012 mLimit = 152 GeV

Shortly thereafter, an enormous 
triumph for the LHC…
But, predicted by LEP (with the 
help of others!), and the amazing 
Standard Model
And the power of a whole 
community working together

Highest √s attained: 209.2 GeV. 
K. Hubner Phys. Reports 403-404 (2004)
The maximum energy of LEP2 was determined by 
the decision in 1996 to discontinue the production 
of the SC cavities…  
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End of 80s, beginning of 90s: Tevatron
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Tevatron evolution
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1987:  First CDF physics Run 0 (4 pb-1)

1992 –

 

1996:   Run 1 with both CDF and DØ

 

(120 pb-1) 1.8 TeV

2001 –

 

2011:   Run 2 (~12,000 pb-1) 100x Run 1

 

1.96 TeV

26years ago, in winter 1984-5, the Tevatron 

Collider  was being commissioned and dedicated.

October 14, 1985:  First collisions were 

recorded in the (partially complete) CDF 

detector.  DØ

 

was still a hole in the ground.

The Tevatron Program 

First collisions: CDF, Oct 1985

1987:  First CDF physics Run 0 (4 pb-1)

1992 –

 

1996:   Run 1 with both CDF and DØ

 

(120 pb-1) 1.8 TeV

2001 –

 

2011:   Run 2 (~12,000 pb-1) 100x Run 1

 

1.96 TeV

26years ago, in winter 1984-5, the Tevatron 

Collider  was being commissioned and dedicated.

October 14, 1985:  First collisions were 

recorded in the (partially complete) CDF 

detector.  DØ

 

was still a hole in the ground.

The Tevatron Program 

And D0 was just starting…

1987: Run 0; first run, CDF, 
4pb–1 @ 1.8 TeV

1992-96: Run 1; CDF & D0, 
120 pb–1 @ 1.8 TeV

2011: Run 2; upgraded CDF&D0 12 fb–1 @ 2.0 TeV 
23 events

Run I begins
Feb. 14, 1992:  DØ

 
gathers to help push 
the detector into the 
collision hall

Feb. 15; at rest in collision hall  
6 inches to spare under the lintel !

13

May 12, 1992:

 

First pp collisions in DØ.  
Almost 9 years to form the collaboration, 
design, test, build, install and debug and 
~$75M EQ funds (+R&D, operations)

The celebration had to wait until midnight 
due to the DOE Tiger Teams on site.

Run I continued to Jan. 1996 with 0.12 fb��

 
luminosity delivered.

-

Eventually started 
in 1992 (Run I)

ANRV391-NS59-21 ARI 17 September 2009 18:15

201020052000

CDF

e+e– annihilations

Standard decay modes

Indirect lower bound
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Indirect inferences

Figure 4
Indirect determinations of the top quark mass from fits to electroweak observables ( green circles) and
95%-CL lower bounds on the top quark mass inferred from direct searches in e+e! annihilations (solid light
blue line) and in p̄ p collisions, assuming that standard decay modes dominate (broken magenta line). An
indirect lower bound, derived from the W boson width inferred from p̄ p " (Wor Z) + anything, is shown
as the dotted-dashed brown line. Selected direct measurements of mt by the CDF (dark blue triangles) and D0
(inverted orange triangles) Collaborations are plotted. The Tevatron average from direct observations is shown
as magenta squares. The most recent indirect determinations are from References 102 and 103 and from
http://lepewwg.web.cern.ch. The evolution of knowledge of mt may be traced through the current Review
of Particle Physics (45) and previous editions.

3.5. Evidence for Higgs Boson Interactions
An important asset of global fits to many observables is their sensitivity to virtual effects and, thus,
to parameters that have not been measured directly. The successful inference of the range of top
quark masses is a prime example. Now that mt is measured at high precision, it becomes a fixed
parameter in the global fits, which may probe for the next unknown quantity.

Figure 6 shows how the goodness of the LEP Electroweak Working Group’s Winter 2009
global fit depends upon MH . The fit is evidently improved by the inclusion of quantum corrections
involving a Higgs boson that has Standard-Model interactions with the electroweak gauge bosons
W± and Z. A satisfactory fit does not prove that the Standard-Model Higgs boson exists, but it
does offer guidance for the search and sets up a consistency check when a putative Higgs boson
is observed. The inferred range is consistent with the conditional upper bound, MH ! 1 TeV,
derived in Section 4.1. It is important to note that, whereas the global fits give evidence for the
effect of the Higgs boson in the vacuum, they do not have any sensitivity to couplings of the
Higgs boson to fermions free of the assumption that Higgs–Yukawa couplings set the fermion
masses.

The precision electroweak measurements on their own argue for MH ! 163 GeV, a one-sided
95%-CL limit derived from !"2 = 2.7 for the blue band in Figure 6. Imposing the exclusion
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With LEP providing precision 
physics at the Z, the Tevatron 

target was mainly the top quark
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The Tevatron discovery: the top quark (I)

q The crowning moment for the Tevatron experiments: the 
observation of the Top quark
o The most complicated signature up to that point in time; leptons, jets, 

missing transverse energy, and b-tagging!

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Jewel of B physics @ hadron colliders: Bs
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N. Leonardo, CERN-PH CERN Seminar
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Realistic Effects oscillation dampening
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resolution of mixing signal

• signal yield, S

• purity, S/B

• flavor tagging power, εD2 

• proper time uncertainty, σt

‣ decay-length resolution

‣ effective momentum resolution

N. Leonardo, CERN-PH CERN Seminar

Hadronic samples   

• fully reconstructed peak

‣ ‘golden mode’
 (narrow Φ, low comb. bkg)

• partially reconstructed
‣double signal yield

‣soft ϒ and π0 lost

‣but nearly fully reconstructed

(fraction of rec’d pT ~96%)
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N. Leonardo, CERN-PH CERN Seminar
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Δms Measurement
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Visualizing the Result

Major tools:
SVXII, PID 
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The surprise: very high precision on MW

q A measurement with a relative error of 0.24x10-3

o MW = 80387 ± 19 MeV/c2 (®± 12 (stat.) ± 15 (syst.))
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There was also excitement... (I)
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Compositeness?

Nope; mainly 
PDFs… (plus 

JEC/JES)

 44.8 GeV

e1
ET = 36 GeV

a2
ET = 30

GeV

e Cand ida te
ET = 63 GeV

a1
ET = 36 GeV

 eeaaETCand ida te Event

ET = 55 GeV

SUSY? Selectron pairs?  

Nope; stats…(?)

Bkg:  
~10–6

14Top quark physics at the TeVatronA. Jung

 CDF and D0 measure the kinematic dependence of A
FB 

 Kinematic dependencies larger than “currently” predicted by SM
 Good agreement of D0 data with most recent pQCD @NNLO

Top quark asymmetriesTop quark asymmetries

AFB ® Z’?
 Interference appears at NLO QCD:

    → Only occurs in qq initial state; gg is fwd-bwd symmetric 

 This is a forward-backward asymmetry at Tevatron
 No valence anti-quarks at LHC → t more central

SM predictions at NLO (QCD+EWK)   

→ Tevatron: A
FB

 ~ 8-9 % vs. LHC: A
C

 ~ 1 %      

→ Update: 10% at NNLO+NNLL

Experimentally: Asymmetries based on decay leptons 
or fully reconstructed top quarks

Positive asymmetry Negative asymmetry

37Top quark physics at the TeVatronA. Jung

“easier”

“harder”

FB

∆y = y
t
 – y

t

Top quark asymmetriesTop quark asymmetries

Nope; stats+the
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Electron-proton collider” HERA at DESY
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HERA  e±p Collider : 1991-2007
! DESY (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchroton) Laboratory, Hamburg, Germany

HERA

PETRA

DORIS

HASYLAB

DESY

Halle NORD (H1)
Hall NORTH (H1)

Halle OST (HERMES)
Hall EAST (HERMES)

Halle SÜD (ZEUS)
Hall SOUTH (ZEUS)

Halle WEST (HERA-B)
Hall WEST  (HERA-B)

Elektronen / Positronen
Electrons / Positrons

Protonen
Protons

Synchrotronstrahlung
Synchrotron Radiation

Hall nord  (H1)

Hall ouest  (HERA-B)

Hall est (HERMES)

Rayonnement Synchrotron

Hall sud (ZEUS)

Electrons / Positons 

Protons

2 km

27.5 GeV 820 GeVe! p "s = 300 GeV

H1

ZEUS

! Two large experiments : H1 and ZEUS
! Probe proton at very high Q2 and very low x

Example of a High Q2 Event in H1

Prof. M.A. Thomson Michaelmas 2009 200

pe+

jet

#

!Event kinematics determined
from electron angle and energy

!Also measure hadronic 
system (although not as
precisely) – gives some
redundancy

Parton Distribution Functions

Prof. M.A. Thomson Michaelmas 2009 197

Ultimately the parton distribution functions are obtained from a fit to all 
experimental data including neutrino scattering (see handout 10)
•Hadron-hadron collisions give information on gluon pdf

Fit to all data Note:
•Apart from at large

•For
gluons dominate

•

•Small strange quark 
component

• In fits to data assume

not understood –
exclusion principle?

(Try Question 12 )

Prof. M.A. Thomson Michaelmas 2009 198

Scaling Violations

!

!
!

10-15 m

!q"
e#

e#•In last 40 years, experiments have probed the 
proton with virtual photons of ever increasing energy

•Non-point like nature of the scattering becomes
apparent when $! ~ size of scattering centre

•Scattering from point-like quarks
gives rise to Bjorken scaling: no
q2 cross section dependence 
•IF quarks were not point-like, at 

high q2 (when the wavelength of 
the virtual photon ~ size of quark) 
would observe rapid decrease in
cross section with increasing q2.
•To search for quark sub-structure

want to go to highest q2
10-18 m

HERA
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e– p

Handout 6 : Deep Inelastic Scattering
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e– p Elastic Scattering at Very High q2

!At high q2 the Rosenbluth expression for elastic scattering becomes 

•From e– p elastic scattering, the proton magnetic form factor is

at high q2

•Due to the finite proton size, elastic scattering
at high q2 is unlikely and inelastic reactions
where the proton  breaks up dominate. 

p

e–

e–

X

!

q

M
.Breidenbach et al., 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 23 (1969) 935

1992-2007
Proton pdfs
QCD
WK interaction

H1 ZEUS



LEP and the Tevatron were 
huge successes

The word “success” does not do justice
Yet…  the Higgs Boson did not show up
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A machine for EWSB

q Superconducting Supercollider (SSC) √s=40 TeV... 
o By now: would have had 4th-gen results

q So: use existing LEP tunnel at CERN
o Replace: e by p; increase bending power

Ø Large Hadron Collider

Jan 16-21, 2022
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MH ~ 1000 GeV

EW ≥ 500 GeV

Eq ≥ 1000 GeV (1 TeV)

Ep ≥ 6000 GeV (6 TeV)

® Proton Proton Collider with Ep ≥ 6-7 TeV

p pq
q

q

q

Z0

Z0

H
WW

Higgs Production in pp Collisions
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Designing LHC detectors

q Using Higgs boson as driver of requirements:
o SM did not provide information on MH, so a broad range of masses – and thus 

signatures – had to be considered

q Need “4p, general-purpose detectors”

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022

Plot/slide
from the 90’s
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Designing an LHC experiment

q THE issue: measure momenta of charged particles (e.g. muons); so 
which measurement “architecture”?

Measurement of p in 
tracker and B return flux; 
Iron-core solenoid 
Property: muon tracks 
point back to vertex

Standalone p measurement; 
safe for high multiplicities;
Air-core torroid
Property: s flat with h

N
ot

e:
 B

 in
 z

 in
 b

ot
h 

ca
se

s
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LHC: pp general-purpose experiments

ATLAS A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS

µ

CMS Compact Muon Solenoid

µ

34
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Choice of magnet (I)

q Basic goal: measure 1 TeV muons with 10% resolution
o ATLAS: <B>~0.6T over 4.5 m ® s=0.5mm ® need ss=50µm

o CMS: B=4T (E=2.7 GJ!)

• Ampère’s thm: 2pRB=µ0nI® nI=2x107 At
• With 8 coils, 2x2x30 turns: I=20kA (superC)
• Challenges: mechanics, 1.5GJ if quench, spatial 

& alignment precision over large surface area

• B=µ0nI; @2168 turns/m®
I=20kA (SuperC)

• Challenges: 4-layer winding to 
carry enough I, design of 
reinforced superC cable
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Choice of magnet (II): air-core torroid

q Torroid: gives flat s vs h:

(a) External meas. does not benefit
From beam spot (20 µm @ LHC)
(b) need additional solenoid for 
internal track measurement

• ATLAS: B=2T solenoid
o Calorimetry: a new question:
inside or outside solenoid?

• ATLAS: outside; CMS: inside
36
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Choice of magnet (IV)

q Side effects: size of things... 
o External measurement:

• Need space: solenoid + toroids ® complicated field configuration
• Lower field in tracker (2T)

o Internal measurement:
• Very compact ® no space

o HCAL: shallow in CMS; deep (and better) in ATLAS
• ATLAS: 60%/√E; CMS: 120%/√E ® naively expect, ATLAS ~twice better for jets and MET

Jan 16-21, 2022
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The environment

q Lower cross section ® need higher luminosity.
o But then, probability that more proton pairs interact during a crossing rises

q This is referred to as “pileup”. 

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Example from 
earliest 7 TeV 
collisions
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The environment (II)
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# of interactions/crossing:
Interactions/s:

Lum = 1034 cm–2s–1=107mb–1Hz
s(pp) = 80 mb
Interaction Rate, R = 8x108 Hz

Events/beam crossing:
o Dt = 25 ns = 2.5x10–8 s
o Interactions/crossing=20

o For 50 ns operation: 40!
Not all p bunches full

o 2835 out of 3564 only
o Interactions/”active” crossing 

= 20 x 3564/2835 = 25

CMS event with 78 reconst-
ructed vertices and 2 muons…

Operating conditions at LHC design time (summary):

(1) A "good" event containing a  Higgs or SUSY decay +

(2) ~ 25 extra "bad" (minimum bias) interactions
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Particle detection/identification in CMS
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What has to be reconstructed: particle flow

q Calorimeter jet: 
o E = EHCAL + EECAL
o σ(E) ~ calo resolution 

to hadron energy:
120 % / √E

o direction biased (B = 3.8 T) 

q Particle flow jet:
o 65% charged hadrons

• σ(pT)/pT ~ 1% 

• direction measured at vertex

o 25% photons

• σ(E)/E ~ 5-10% / √E

• good direction resolution

o 10% neutral hadrons

• σ(E)/E ~ 120 % / √E

o Need to resolve the energy deposits 
from the neutral particles…

Jan 16-21, 2022
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What has to be reconstructed: particle flow
q Types of particles

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022

n Calorimeter jet: 
u E = EHCAL + EECAL
u σ(E) ~ calo resolution 

to hadron energy:
120 % / √E

u direction biased (B = 3.8 T)

n Particle flow jet:
u 65% charged hadrons

l σ(pT)/pT ~ 1% 
l direction measured at vertex

u 25% photons
l σ(E)/E ~ 5-10% / √E
l good direction resolution

u 10% neutral hadrons
l σ(E)/E ~ 120 % / √E

u Need to resolve the energy 
deposits from the neutral 
particles…

photo
n

charged
hadron 

neutral 
hadron

39

q Types of particles:
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New (unforeseen in the 90’s) element: particle flow

q Combine information from all detectors. Trade information from low-
res detectors to high-res detectors, depending on physics object

Jan 16-21, 2022
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K. Lannon 11
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• A lot goes into that plot. Excellent:
1. muon trigger and reconstruction

2. electron trigger and reconstruction

3. Tracking (and vertexing) is the backbone of the global 
event  description

4. and Massive computing resources

• And all  that under  a pileup  of 20  vertex/crossing

Make optimal use of detector information to reconstruct all 
particles
Unless stated otherwise, all CMS analysies use PF

42

Large improvement 
in resolution at low 
pT

Jet particles 
calibrated
® response close 
to 1 before any jet 
energy correction
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Hadronic variables: definition
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pp collisions

characteristics and kinematics; 
the environment and event reconstruction
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pp collisions: kinematics (I)

q “Natural” variables would be p, θ, φ

o Longitudinal momentum & energy, pz & E: not useful
• Particles escaping detection have large pz; visible pz not conserved: ∑i

pz,i≠0
o More useful: transverse momentum, pT

• Particles escaping detector (low q) have pT≈0; visible pT conserved: ∑i

pT,i≈0

q LAB ¹ parton-parton CM system

Þ
CM LAB

q* q1
q2

Worse: p, θ not invariant under 
Lorentz boosts along z (not good, 
especially in two-particle correlations)

θ

Particle

z

x
y

p

€ 

pT

€ 

Parton  CM  (energy)2 → ˆ s = x1x2s
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pp collisions: kinematics (II)

q LAB ¹ parton-parton CM system

q And since we cannot use ∑i pz,i=0, we cannot infer the overall boost 

in z of the parton-parton system

o New problem: boost in z ® pT is invariant; pz is not; since

® so p, θ not invariant under Lorentz boosts along z
o Not good, especially in two-particle correlations: e.g. angle between two 

particles not the same in CM and LAB frames.  We measure in LAB (but we to 
connect to calculation, we need z boost – to connect to the CM frame)

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022

Þ
CM LAB

q* q1
q2

Parton  CM  (energy)2 → ŝ = x1x2s

pz (parton-parton) = x1 − x2 ŝ

tanθ = pz / pT ; p = pT
2 + pz

2
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pp collisions: kinematics (III)

q Need to introduce another “measure” of θ; rapidity:

o Lorentz boost in z direction:

q Angular distance(two particles): 

use Δy(or Δη) and Δφ
q Particle description: pT, y, φ

LI factor: 

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Rapidity (y)

Pseudo-rapidity (η) β→1 (m << pT ) :  η ≡ − ln tanθ
2

qb
qb

cos1
cos1ln

2
1ln

2
1

-
+

=
-
+

º
z

z

pE
pEy

ΔR = Δη2 +Δφ 2

y→ ʹy = y+ log 1−β
1+β

= y− tanh−1 β( )⇒Δ ʹy = Δy

d3p
E

= pTdpTdydϕ = πdydpT
2Edy = dpz ⇒
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“Underlying 
Event”

The “underlying event"

q The UE consists of the “beam remnants” and from particles arising 

from soft or semi-soft multiple parton interactions (MPI)

o The underlying event is not the same as a minimum bias event

q Modeling of UE: important ingredient for jet physics and lepton 

isolation, energy flow, object tagging, etc  
Hard Scattering 

PT(hard) 

Outgoing Parton 

Outgoing Parton 

Initial-State Radiation 

Final-State Radiation 

 

Proton AntiProton 
Underlying Event Underlying Event 

“Hard Scattering” 
Component

 
Hard Scattering 

PT(hard) 

Outgoing Parton 

Outgoing Parton 

Initial-State Radiation 

Final-State Radiation 

 

Proton AntiProton 
Underlying Event Underlying Event 

 “Jet” 

 

“Jet” 

 “Jet” 

No hard scattering  
“Min-Bias” event

Proton AntiProton

“Soft” Collision (no hard scattering)
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Luminosity and cross sections

q Luminosity: the most valuable variable in our analysis

o That everyone takes for granted (and they should not)
o Definition of cross section: number of scatters (e.g. in solid angle, per unit 

time) divided by incoming flux.  
o Luminosity, L: N = σ x L. We measure σ = N/L. Error on L ® directly on σ.

q Traditionally: has not been easy to determine with high accuracy

o Yet, it’s important for absolute cross section measurements.  

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Figure 19: Integrated fiducial cross sections times leptonic branching ratios of �fid
W+!`+⌫ vs. �fid

W�!`� ⌫̄ (left) and
�fid

W±!`±⌫ vs. �fid
Z/�⇤!`+`� (right). The data ellipses illustrate the 68% CL coverage for the total uncertainties (full

green) and total excluding the luminosity uncertainty (open black). Theoretical predictions based on various PDF
sets are shown with open symbols of di↵erent colours. The uncertainties of the theoretical calculations correspond
to the PDF uncertainties only.

PDF set �fid
W+!`+⌫ [pb] �fid

W�!`�⌫̄ [pb] �fid
W±!`±⌫ [pb] �fid

Z/�⇤!`` [pb]

ABM12 2949 ± 35 1952 ± 23 4900 ± 57 490.8 ± 5.7

CT14 2850+77
�82 1918+46

�57 4770+120
�140 481+11

�14

HERAPDF2.0 3001+89
�66 1996+48

�31 5000+140
�90 497+16

�9

JR14 2909+13
�11 1936+10

�9 4845+23
�19 484.4 ± 2.2

MMHT2014 2882+49
�42 1937+30

�32 4819+75
�72 485+7.4

�6.9

NNPDF3.0 2828 ± 59 1881 ± 41 4709 ± 99 472.2 ± 7.2

Data 2947 ± 55 1964 ± 37 4911 ± 92 502.2 ± 9.2

Table 16: Predictions at NNLO QCD and NLO EW as obtained with DYNNLO 1.5 for the integrated fiducial cross
sections. The given uncertainties correspond to PDF uncertainties only and are evaluated following the di↵erent
prescriptions of the PDF groups. The measured cross sections as reported before in Table 7 are shown in the last
row with their total uncertainties.

PDF sets CT14, MMHT2014 and NNPDF3.0 give predictions that are lower for both the W+ and the W�

cross sections, a trend that is also observed for the Z/�⇤ cross section.

The ratios of the combined fiducial cross sections, presented before in Table 8, are compared in Figure 20
to NNLO QCD predictions based on various PDF sets. It is observed that the measured W+/W� ratio is
well reproduced, but, as already seen in the correlation plots above, all PDF sets predict a higher W/Z
ratio than measured in the data.
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Machine δL/L (%)

ISR 1.0-1.6

SppS 3-6

Tevatron 4-6

LHC 2.4 (1.4)

SM parameter measurements 
@ LHC limited by δL:
σtop(mt,αS); σZ/W(αS); σggH
tt, W and Z cross sections 
already limited by L
HL-LHC: stat δσggH/σggH <1%

arXiv:1612.03016
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Luminosity, LHC bunch structure, operation
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2 x 1034

Instantaneous Lumi: dN/dt=σ dL/dt = σL
Units: cm–2s–1. Better: fb–1s–1; nb–1s–1

Integrated Lumi: N=σL; L=⎰Ldt
Units: cm–2s–1. Better: fb–1; nb–1

Run II: 2018

Linst drops with time (beam p eaten up)

time

In
st

. L
um

i

One 
LHC “fill”

LHC “Orbit”: 89 μs (3600 bunches)

Example from ATLAS
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Luminosity and cross sections

q Luminosity: measures “flux” of particles

o Assume factorization: 
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readout chip. Each pixel in the matrix counts hits from individual particle interactions observed during a
software-triggered “frame”, which integrates over 5 to 120 seconds, depending upon the typical particle
flux at the location of the detector considered. In order to provide calibrated luminosity measurements,
the total number of pixel clusters observed in each sensor is counted and scaled to the TileCal luminosity
in the same reference run as the EMEC and FCal. The six MPX detectors with the highest counting
rate are analysed in this fashion for the 2012 running period; their mutual consistency is discussed in
Sect. 6.

The hit-counting algorithm described above is primarily sensitive to charged particles. The MPX detectors
o↵er the additional capability to detect thermal neutrons via 6Li(n,↵)3H reactions in a 6LiF converter
layer. This neutron-counting rate provides a further measure of the luminosity, which is consistent with,
but statistically inferior to, the MPX hit counting measurement [12] .

4 Absolute luminosity calibration by the van der Meer method

In order to use the measured interaction rate µvis as a luminosity monitor, each detector and algorithm
must be calibrated by determining its visible cross-section �vis. The primary calibration technique to de-
termine the absolute luminosity scale of each bunch-by-bunch luminosity detector and algorithm employs
dedicated vdM scans to infer the delivered luminosity at one point in time from the measurable parameters
of the colliding bunches. By comparing the known luminosity delivered in the vdM scan to the visible
interaction rate µvis, the visible cross-section can be determined from Eq. (2).

This section is organized as follows. The formalism of the van der Meer method is recalled in Sect. 4.1,
followed in Sect. 4.2 by a description of the vdM-calibration datasets collected during the 2012 running
period. The step-by-step determination of the visible cross-section is outlined in Sect. 4.3, and each
ingredient is discussed in detail in Sects. 4.4 to 4.10. The resulting absolute calibrations of the bunch-
by-bunch luminometers, as applicable to the low-luminosity conditions of vdM scans, are summarized in
Sect. 4.11.

4.1 Absolute luminosity from measured beam parameters

In terms of colliding-beam parameters, the bunch luminosity Lb is given by

Lb = fr n1n2

Z
⇢̂1(x, y) ⇢̂2(x, y) dx dy , (5)

where the beams are assumed to collide with zero crossing angle, n1n2 is the bunch-population product
and ⇢̂1(2)(x, y) is the normalized particle density in the transverse (x–y) plane of beam 1 (2) at the IP.
With the standard assumption that the particle densities can be factorized into independent horizontal and
vertical component distributions, ⇢̂(x, y) = ⇢x(x) ⇢y(y), Eq. (5) can be rewritten as

Lb = fr n1n2⌦x(⇢x1, ⇢x2)⌦y(⇢y1, ⇢y2) , (6)

where
⌦x(⇢x1, ⇢x2) =

Z
⇢x1(x) ⇢x2(x) dx
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where the beams are assumed to collide with zero crossing angle, n1n2 is the bunch-population product
and ⇢̂1(2)(x, y) is the normalized particle density in the transverse (x–y) plane of beam 1 (2) at the IP.
With the standard assumption that the particle densities can be factorized into independent horizontal and
vertical component distributions, ⇢̂(x, y) = ⇢x(x) ⇢y(y), Eq. (5) can be rewritten as

Lb = fr n1n2⌦x(⇢x1, ⇢x2)⌦y(⇢y1, ⇢y2) , (6)

where
⌦x(⇢x1, ⇢x2) =

Z
⇢x1(x) ⇢x2(x) dx
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® Need: a counting method 

and a beam overlap 
measurement

o Counting can be done 
from dedicated (or other) 
detectors

o Beam overlap 
measurement through 
“Van Der Meer scans”

is the beam-overlap integral in the x direction (with an analogous definition in the y direction). In the
method proposed by van der Meer [2], the overlap integral (for example in the x direction) can be calcu-
lated as

⌦x(⇢x1, ⇢x2) =
Rx(0)R
Rx(�) d�

, (7)

where Rx(�) is the luminosity (at this stage in arbitrary units) measured during a horizontal scan at the
time the two beams are separated horizontally by the distance �, and � = 0 represents the case of zero
beam separation. Because the luminosity Rx(�) is normalized to that at zero separation Rx(0), any quantity
proportional to the luminosity (such as µvis) can be substituted in Eq. (7) in place of R.

Defining the horizontal convolved beam size ⌃x [7, 13] as

⌃x =
1p
2⇡

R
Rx(�) d�
Rx(0)

, (8)

and similarly for ⌃y, the bunch luminosity in Eq. (6) can be rewritten as

Lb =
frn1n2

2⇡⌃x⌃y
, (9)

which allows the absolute bunch luminosity to be determined from the revolution frequency fr, the bunch-
population product n1n2, and the product ⌃x⌃y which is measured directly during a pair of orthogonal vdM
(beam-separation) scans. In the case where the luminosity curve Rx(�) is Gaussian, ⌃x coincides with the
standard deviation of that distribution. It is important to note that the vdM method does not rely on
any particular functional form of Rx(�): the quantities ⌃x and ⌃y can be determined for any observed
luminosity curve from Eq. (8) and used with Eq. (9) to determine the absolute luminosity at � = 0.

In the more general case where the factorization assumption breaks down, i.e. when the particle densities
(or more precisely the dependence of the luminosity on the beam separation (�x, �y)) cannot be factorized
into a product of uncorrelated x and y components, the formalism can be extended to yield [4]

⌃x⌃y =
1

2⇡

R
Rx,y(�x, �y) d�x d�y

Rx,y(0, 0)
, (10)

with Eq. (9) remaining formally una↵ected. Luminosity calibration in the presence of non-factorizable
bunch-density distributions is discussed extensively in Sect. 4.8.

The measured product of the transverse convolved beam sizes ⌃x⌃y is directly related to the reference
specific luminosity:5

Lspec ⌘
Lb

n1n2
=

fr
2⇡⌃x⌃y

which, together with the bunch currents, determines the absolute luminosity scale. To calibrate a given
luminosity algorithm, one can equate the absolute luminosity computed from beam parameters using
Eq. (9) to that measured according to Eq. (2) to get

�vis = µ
MAX
vis

2⇡⌃x⌃y

n1n2
, (11)

5 The specific luminosity is defined as the luminosity per bunch and per unit bunch-population product [7].
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Measure visible 
interaction rate 
μeff as a function 
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separation d
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Figure 1: Beam-separation dependence of the specific visible interaction rate measured using the (a) LU-
CID_EventOR and (b) BCMH_EventOR algorithms during horizontal scan X, before (red circles) and after (purple
squares) afterglow, noise and single-beam background subtraction. The subtracted contributions are shown as tri-
angles. The scan curves are fitted to a Gaussian function multiplied by a sixth-order polynomial, plus a constant.
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Topic for (some other) full lecture: luminometers
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Inelastic pp collisions: characteristics

q One of the earliest collisions at 7 TeV

q “Minimum-bias” collisions ~ model/input for “underlying event” 
q Properties to study: particle multiplicities; particle momenta and 

correlations; energy flow, especially in transverse plane
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Minimum bias interactions

q Inelastic collisions (protons break)

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Nch≥1

Nch≥6
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Underlying event (I)
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Underlying event (II)

CHIPP 2022
55
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From these 
comparisons: 

determine best “tunes” 
for underlying event.
In practice: tuning of 

soft QCD model in 
PYTHIA 

Tuning is important for 
data-MC agreement 

further down; particle 
isolation (e.g. in lepton 

identification) and 
missing energy (MET)



Some Standard Model 
processes

Jet production
W/Z production
top production
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QCD: parton-parton scattering

q Picture of pp interactions:

q Basis of all calculations & Monte Carlo simulations: the QCD 

factorization theorem

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022 57

€ 

dσpp p1, p2,M( ) = dxadxb  d ˆ σ ab→F +X xa p1,xb p2,M,µ( )
0

1

∫  
a,b
∑

                                          × Fa / p xa ,µ( )  Fb / p xb ,µ( )
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q Colored partons from hard scatter “evolve” via soft quark and gluon 
radiation and and then hadronize to form a “spray” of roughly collinear 
colorless hadrons -> Jets
o Jets: localized clusters of energy (or particles)
o Jets: experimental signature of quarks & gluons

q Two types of measurements, probing:
o The hard scatter: jet PT and η, dijet correlations, dijet mass,…
o Jet internals: energy flow, comparison of quark vs gluon jets,…

Jets

Jan 16-21, 2022 58CHIPP 2022
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Jets

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022

n Probe the hard scatter:

u The hard scatter: jet PT
and h, dijet correlations, 
dijet mass,…

Excellent agreement with QCD

Syst. Unc.
(~10%) 
dominated
by JES (1-2%)
& PDFs
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Jet shapes

q Integrated Jet Shape definition: average fraction of jet transverse 

momentum inside a cone of radius R concentric to the jet axis; 

measure of jet “narrowness”

Jan 16-21, 2022
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( )rY
€ 

Ψ r( ) =
1
N jets

pT (0,r)
pT (0,R)jets

∑ ;   Ψ R( ) =1( ) 1-
Y(r)

Quark jets are narrower 

than gluon jets
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Mass, MET & transverse mass

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Transverse Mass, 

MT = 2ET
µET

miss (1− cosΔφe,miss

Z → electron + positron W → electron + neutrino

61
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The top

q If the J/ψ, Y, W and Z are standard candles, then the top is a 

candelabra*

o Leptons, missing ET, additional jets; and b-tagging
o Analysis requires all that has gone into the W and Z, plus increased QCD 

background (because of higher jet multiplicity).
• Plus interplay with W/Z+jets production   

Jan 16-21, 2022
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*: first heard this from Ken Bloom, U of Nebraska  

Dilepton: cleanest but Br~4/81 1-lepton: semi-clean; 
Br~8/27

0-lepton: not-
clean; Br~4/9
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m(µµ) = 26 GeV/c2 

incompatible with Z

MET= 57 GeV/c
pT=45 GeV/c

pT = 56 GeV/c

µ+ pT = 27 GeV/c

µ- pT = 57 GeV/c

top quark candidates: dilepton

Jan 16-21, 2022 63CHIPP 2022
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2ndary- vertex
6s ellipse

y
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m
]
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y
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]

top quark candidates: dilepton (cntd)

q In addition: the two jets have good/clear b-tags

q Important cross check: muons and jets coming from the same 

interaction vertex.

Jan 16-21, 2022 64CHIPP 2022
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Detector performance

q The startup of the LHC experiments was the biggest discontinuity 

with the past: it was fast and efficient.

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Standard Candles

65
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Around the standard model in 7 months
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What followed: a very successful decade…

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022 67

LHC t0=2009
Run I: 2010–11: 7 TeV; 

2012: 8 TeV
LS1: 2013–14

Run II: 2015–18: 13 TeV

Run I: 2010-2012; total L~30 fb–1.
Run II: 2015-2018 (150 fb–1) 
Peak lumi ≈  2.1 x 1034 cm-2s-1 (2018)

≈153 days physics ≈3738.7 hours
Duration [h]

Stable Beams 1839.5
Fault / Downtime 980.0

Operations 857.9
Pre-Cycle 61.3



Challenges in searching for 
new physics

The case for using the data AMAP
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The LHC: signals much smaller than “bkg”

q General event properties

q Heavy flavor physics
q Standard Model physics

o QCD jets

o EWK physics

o Top quark

q Higgs physics
q Searches for SUSY
q Searches for ‘exotica’

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Summary of high-PT & high-mass probes
q High-PT di-objects: jets, leptons and photons

o Mass(ll)
o Mass(jet-jet)
o Mass(gg)

q High-PT lepton + MET (e.g. from n)
o Transverse mass

q Combination of objects, e.g. as in SUSY and BH 
searches
o Various sums of transverse energies in the event
o HT: sum of all hadronic jets
o ST: sum of pT of all objects (add leptons, photons, MET)

• Also called “effective mass” (Meff) in past LHC 
publications 

Jan 16-21, 2022
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mT = 2pT! pmiss
T (1 ! cos ""(!, pmiss

T ))

m!! = 2p!1p!2 (1 ! cos ""(!!, !2))
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Understanding the detector (I)

q Example 1: understand reconstruction of physics objects [e.g. for 

electrons or muons]

o Suppose Grand Theory X342 implies that we should be looking for a 
signature of one muon, plus 3 jets

• Naturally: use a combination of Monte Carlo simulation of all known 
processes [e.g. W+3 jets; W®µn] that give this signature plus data events 
with 1µ+3jets

• But what about another background: Z+3 jets, for which we lose one 
lepton from the Z®µµ decay?!

o Worse: we can only get a feeling for the size of the effect from Monte Carlo 
and detector simulation

• But this [MC+simu] will never get the answer quite right
• One needs to find a way of calculating this efficiency from the only source 

that speaks the absolute truth: the data!
q Thus, we refer to “data-driven” methods / techniques

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Understanding the detector (II)

q Example 2: understand missing transverse energy

o There are many instrumental sources of MET!
o Calorimeter Noise

• Need “noise filter”
o Beam halo [particles from the beams]

• Need “halo filter”
o Cosmic muons traversing detector!

• Can shower in the calorimeter!
• Use  tracks, topological cuts

o Here, for certain, simulation is of little help!
q Again, one needs to rely on data

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Understanding the detector – MET (III)

q Even worse: “honest mistakes”

o A misreconstructed muon can do damage: 
since muons leave only MIP energy in the 
calorimeter, in correcting the MET from the 
calos, one has to add the muon momentum!  
But if the muon is fake, one is correcting in 
error!

q Tails of jet response!

o Effects of 1:10,000?
o Detector cracks!

• A jet that’s heading straight into a 
detector crack will lose quite a bit of 
energy – and thus there will be a fake 
MET reconstructed [because the ET will 
not be reconstructed!]

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Obtaining (in)efficiencies from data

q What is the efficiency of the tight muon identification cuts?  Or of 

the trigger?  Use “tag and probe” method in, e.g. Z®µµ decays:

o Make a selection based on one muon that “tags” the type of event (e.g.
passes tight cuts; or passes the trigger)

o Then demand that second muon does the same 

Jan 16-21, 2022
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All 
combi-
nations

Passing 
probes

Failing 
probes

Obtain efficiency 
map
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Understanding the physics background (I)

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Understanding the physics background (II)

q Suppose one is searching in the “jets + MET” signature

o We will encounter this later in the SUSY searches
o Even after understanding the “reducible backgrounds” – i.e. detector 

response, the filters, etc, -- there are “irreducible backgrounds” from 
physics 
processes which give the
same signature

Prime example 1: Z+jets
And the Z decays to neutrinos
So the MET is genuine!
Prime example 2: t-tbar
And one of the two W’s decays
to a tau and a neutrino

q Cannot rely (only) on 

MC+simu!

Jan 16-21, 2022
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The problem: the background

Jan 16-21, 2022
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physicist
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Huge background: implications

q Very difficult to select the “right” event(s); what are the criteria? 

Cannot interview every single person

o Need an automated procedure; by necessity, it will rely on a set of 
successive approximations

o One has to design these selection steps; and one has to ensure that they are 
unbiased! 

• Very difficult to avoid biases in the selection process!
• Particularly important in the online trigger system!

q Number of “input” events is so large that one expects all 

abnormalities to show up

o Even with a probability of occurrence of 1:10,000, in a crowd of 1,000,000 
people, there will be 100 “cases”!

o In practice, implies a new level of understanding – cannot rely on Monte 
Carlo to simulate things at this level of detail 

Jan 16-21, 2022
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“Turn on the LHC and… 
find Higgs & SUSY”

q ATLAS and CMS were designed to do this; they were “guaranteed” 

to find the Higgs – period; right away

o In fact: SUSY is strongly produced, so will be observed first
• For the “impatient”: join SUSY physics group

Jan 16-21, 2022
CHIPP 2022

q Many hard Jets

q Large missing energy

q 2 LSPs
q Many neutrinos

q Many leptons

q In a word Spectacular!
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So what has transpired?

q Next three lectures!

q Lecture 2: Standard Model Physics

o Jets and QCD measurements
o Electroweak Theory
o Top physics

q Lecture 3: EWSB Physics

o The scalar sector, the great discovery
o Searches for extensions to the scalar sector
o Measurement of the W and top-quark masses; overall consistency of SM

q Lecture 4: Searches for New Physics

o Supersymmetry
o Exotica
o Summary

Jan 16-21, 2022
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Pseudo-summary I

q Hadron colliders: despite complexity of events, the interesting 

ones do stand out

o Some limitations (e.g. Σpz≠0) but effective ways around it
o Detector and event reconstruction: a huge job, to which we have done no 

justice in this lecture 
q The LHC was conceived to probe the physics of the ~TeV region

o Energy at “14” TeV ® need for higher luminosity
• Several unprecedented challenges to detectors. More in detector lectures.

q ATLAS & CMS: two different solutions for the same mission

o With similar physics reach
q Proton-proton collisions: thankfully, hard scatter is clearly visible, 

and one can study the strong and electroweak interactions.

o And search for new physics, Beyond the Standard Model
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